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The S-Tek Pro System’s revolutionary design is built tough 
and loaded with features, helping to make your time at depth 
more comfortable and enjoyable. Designed for both utility 
and comfort, this system features 3D formed back plate 
with harness that includes adjustable TEK LOC shoulders to 
ensure a snug fit and molded Monprene® pads that provide 
cushioning without creating bulk or inherent buoyancy.

S-TEK PRO HARNESS WITH BACK PLATE

■ CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
Color coordinate your S-Tek Pro Harness to match
your other gear in 7 great colors. Shoulder & Waist
Pad Color Kits offer two sets of brightly colored
molded Monprene® shoulder and waist pads. Back
Plate Color Pad Kits offer a molded Monprene® back
pad and all mounting hardware.

■   MOLDED MONPRENE® PADS
Cushion shoulders, waist and back for increased
comfort.

■   SHOULDER BUCKLE AND D-RING HEIGHTS
Can be adjusted to suit different torso lengths.

■   3D FORMED BACK PLATE
Features a softened organic shape, curved central
profile and fully radiused edges for greater comfort.

■   GEAR CLIPPING OPTIONS
Two pre-bent D-rings on the shoulders, one D-ring
on the waist, and two D-rings on the crotch strap
are provided for clipping on extra gear.

■   EVO ANGLE WEBBING SLOTS
Allow for a more natural webbing routing that
icreases diver comfort and reduces abrasion.

■   MOUNTING POINTS 
For trim weights and an argon tank mounting point.

■   RECESSED WING NUT SOCKET
Features S-Tek Ergo Nuts that are ergonomically
designed to be used with cold, wet or gloved hands,
easy to tighten/loosen and flush mounted to prevent
suit abrasion.

■   CONVENIENT BUILT-IN HANDLE
For easy carrying of your back plate and harness pre
and post dive.

■   BRANDED SILICONE EPAULET
On the left shoulder and branded silicone guide
bands keep inflator hose and straps in place.

■   TWO BACK PLATE OPTIONS
Stainless Steel & Aluminum.


